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A B S T R A C T

Learning low dimensional dense representations of the vocabularies of a corpus, known as neural

embeddings, has gained much attention in the information retrieval community. While there have

been several successful attempts at integrating embeddings within the ad hoc document retrieval

task, yet, no systematic study has been reported that explores the various aspects of neural

embeddings and how they impact retrieval performance. In this paper, we perform a methodical

study on how neural embeddings in uence the ad hoc document retrieval task. More speci cally,fl fi

we systematically explore the following research quest ions: do methods solely based on neural(i)

embeddings perform competitively with st at e of the art retrieval methods with and without in-

terpolation? are there any st at ist ically signi cant di erence between the performance of(ii) fi ff

retrieval models when based on embeddings compared to when knowledge graphword entity

embeddings are used? and is there signi cant di erence between using locally trained neural(iii) fi ff

embeddings compared to when globally trained neural embeddings are used? We examine these

three research quest ions across both and queries. Ou r study nds that dohard all fi word embeddings

not show competitive performance to any of the baselines. In contrast, showentity embeddings

competitive performance to the baselines and when interpolated, outperform the best baselines

for both hard and soft queries.

1. Introduction

The area of ad hoc document retrieval has received extensive treatment over the past several years whereby di erent retrievalff

models have been proposed to connect query and document spaces. Many of these works build on the foundations of language

modeling techniques ( ) and o er variations that focus on certain aspects of the retrieval process such as impact ofPonte & Croft, 1998 ff

smoothing techniques ( ), integration of topic models ( ), including external information in theZhai & La erty, 2001ff Wei & Croft, 2006

retrieval process ( ), term dependency models ( ), andLi, Luk, Ho, & Chung, 2007; Liu, Liu, Yu, & Meng, 2004 Huston & Croft, 2014

deep neural networks ( ), just to name a few. More recently two additional directions have been recognizedGuo, Fan, Ai, & Croft, 2016

to have the potential to impact the document retrieval process, namely, the use of information as well asknowledge graph neural

embeddings hard match. Both of these techniques are focused on extending language models to move beyond a between the query and

document spaces, hence addressing issues such as the problem.vocabulary mismatch

Techniques based on knowledge graphs explore ways in which additional information related to the query or documents can be

included in the retrieval process by systematically traversing through or summarizing the information content of the knowledge

graph ( ). As such, entity-centric retrieval models have been exploredNikolaev, Kotov, & Zhiltsov, 2016; Xiong, Power, & Callan, 2017
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( ) where entities represent knowledge graph concept mentions withinFoley, O Connor, & Allan, 2016; Hasibi, Balog, & Zhang, 2017’

the query or documents, which are often extracted using automated semantic annotators ( ). Given a set ofJovanovic et al., 2014

entities, language models are either extended to support for entity information ( ) or are interpolatedHasibi, Balog, & Bratsberg, 2016

with an additional language model built speci cally for entities ( ). A bene t of employing entities isfi Raviv, Kurland, & Carmel, 2016 fi

they provide means for ( ) where semantic similarity measures ( ) can besoft matching Guo, Fan, Ai, & Croft, 2016 Zhu & Iglesias, 2017

used to calculate the distance of query document pairs.–

Neural embedding techniques provide a low dimensional yet dense vector representation of the terms while preserving the

geometric relations between them; therefore, these methods provide similar bene ts to those provided by the soft matching cap-fi

ability of knowledge graph entities ( ). Various methods have been proposed that learn embed-Ganguly, Roy, Mitra, & Jones, 2015

dings for documents ( ), words ( ), entities (Le & Mikolov, 2014 Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013 Lin, Liu, Sun, Liu, &

Zhu, 2015 Toutanova et al., 2015) as well as jointly for words and entities ( ). Neural embeddings have been used in document

retrieval for purposes such as query expansion ( ), query classi cation ( ), rankingDiaz, Mitra, & Craswell, 2016 fi Zamani & Croft, 2017

( ) and text classi cation ( ), to name a few. Given the growing role of neural em-Kuzi, Shtok, & Kurland, 2016 fi Wang et al., 2016

beddings of words and entities in the retrieval literature, it is important to understand their impact on the performance of ad hoc

retrieval.

The challenge that are interested to address in this paper is that although earlier techniques in the literature have reported strong

and systematic performance results on standard corpora, no methodical and comprehensive work is yet to comparatively report on

the various aspects of neural embeddings in ad hoc retrieval. As such, it is not clear from a practical perspective and tohow what

extent neural embeddings can positively or negatively impact the ad hoc retrieval task. Therefore, this motivates us to systematically

study the impact of neural embeddings on ad hoc retrieval from several cross-cutting aspects that have not been studied before,

including (1) the impact of neural embeddings when learnt on words compared to when trained for knowledge graph entities, (2) the

di erence between learning neural embeddings at local and global scales, (3) the e ect of neural embeddings on hard versus softff ff

queries, and nally, the performance of neural embedding-based retrieval models compared to the state of the art.fi

More speci cally, we study:fi

1. Whether there is any signi cant performance di erence between the use of or embeddings in the retrieval process orfi ff word entity

not. Several recent work have reported the impact of considering entities in ad hoc document retrieval. The observation has been

that the consideration of entities and features learnt based on the context of entities within the knowledge graph can enhance the

performance of keyword-based retrieval models, for instance, some authors have shown that when entities are present in the

query, i.e., , it would be possible to retrieve e ective yet non-overlapping documents to the keyword-basedentity-bearing queries ff

models (Ensan, Bagheri, Zouaq, & Kouznetsov, 2017; Liu & Fang, 2015). However, such distinction has not been studied in the

embedding-based retrieval models. In other words, would the performance of a retrieval model that uses embeddings beword

di erent from a model that uses embeddings and whether one of the two embedding types is more e ective than the other.ff entity ff

2. If using trained embeddings results in noticeable di erence compared to when the embeddings are trained for theglobally ff locally

speci c retrieval task. Several authors have explored the impact of embeddings on the retrieval process with mixed results. Forfi

instance, reported that globally trained embeddings improve the performance ofZuccon, Koopman, Bruza, and Azzopardi (2015)

a translation language model, while reported that the use of local embeddings, trained based on relevantDiaz et al. (2016)

documents to the query collection, outperforms the performance of global embeddings. In constrast, Rekabsaz, Lupu, Hanbury,

and Zamani (2017) argued that using global embeddings can lead to . Therefore, it is important to investigate the impacttopic drift

of global and local embeddings in the context of and in contrast to strong baselines.

3. Whether there is a signi cant di erence on how embedding-based models impact (fi ff harder queries Carmel, Yom-Tov, Darlow, &

Pelleg, 2006 Liu & Fang, 2015) compared to other queries. Some authors have discussed that some retrieval models such as LES ( )

and SELM ( ) are more e ective on harder queries, primarily because they identify relevant documents thatEnsan & Bagheri, 2017 ff

su er from the problem. For this reason, we explore whether di erent embedding-based models impact theff vocabulary mismatch ff

performance of hard queries di erently from the others and as such would embeddings be most appropriately used within theff

context of such queries.

4. If the interpolation of an embedding-based model with a strong baseline shows any improvement over the state-of-the-art

baselines. Most work in the literature have reported their ndings of the performance of the embedding-based models whenfi

interpolated with a keyword-based retrieval model. For instance, as well as interpolateDiaz et al. (2016) Zamani and Croft (2017)

their embedding models with a query language model based on Kullback Leibler divergence between the query and document. On–

this basis, its valuable to explore whether there are cases when non-interpolated embedding-based models have competitive

performance to the baselines and also would embedding-based models improve the performance of any baseline with which they

interpolate with and would they always provide superior performance over a strong baseline.

In order to study these four aspects, we systematically performed experiments based on two large-scale TREC collections, namely

ClueWeb 09B and ClueWeb 12B with their related topics (queries). In the experiments, we employ neural embedding representation’ ’

of words and entities as a way to compute the distance between the query and document spaces. We use the Word Mover s Distance’

measure for the purpose of distance calculation between a query and a document based on their neural embedding representation.

This distance is then used to rank document relevancy score given an input query. The produced rankings are evaluated based on gold

standard human-provided relevance judgments already available in the TREC collection and then compared to several state-of-the-art
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Brie y, we found that word embeddings do not show competitive performance to the baselines in neither interpolated nor non-fl

interpolated models. We further observed that entity embeddings provide competitive performance to the baselines when used

without interpolation and show improved performance over the baselines after interpolation. We will extensively report the

breakdown of these observations in this paper.

2. Related work

The work in this paper sits at the intersection of neural embeddings and ad hoc document retrieval. There has already been

important work in both of these application areas. For instance, neural embeddings have already found many applications such as the

work by that has used global word embeddings to perform queryFernández-Reyes, Hermosillo-Valadez, and Montes-y Gómez (2018)

expansion based on the semantics of the query terms, and who have proposed to learn bilingual word embeddings forSu et al. (2018)

more accurate translations and the work by that employs topic-enhanced word embeddings for sentimentRen, Wang, and Ji (2016)

analysis. From the perspective of document retrieval, have explored various query termKarisani, Rahgozar, and Oroumchian (2016)

re-weighting approaches and their e ciency for document retrieval and ranking, while have considered theffi Capannini et al. (2016)

tradeo balance between quality and e ciency in document retrieval based on learning to rank techniques.ff ffi

While acknowledging many other important work that have been reported in both neural embeddings and ad hoc retrieval, we

will focus on reviewing those that are directly related to the intersection of neural embeddings and ad hoc document retrieval in this

paper. are among the few to systematically study the impact of neural embeddings within the context of aZuccon et al. (2015)

translation language model. These authors reported that the incorporation of word embeddings improves the performance of the

language model even if the embeddings were trained on a di erent corpus. train word embeddings speci callyff Kuzi et al. (2016) fi

based on the document collection on which queries will be executed. They have evaluated the impact of such word embeddings in

selecting terms for query expansion as well as interpolating with a relevance model (RM). The authors reported that (semi)locally

trained word embeddings lead to a di erent set of terms in query expansion that are complementary to the baseline and hence canff

improve retrieval performance when interpolated. Along the same lines, train Local Word embeddings based on theDiaz et al. (2016)

top-k retrieved documents of the queries and showed that locally trained embeddings outperform globally trained models. This is

inline with our ndings in this paper. However, the work in does not compare the performance of the locallyfi Diaz et al. (2016)

trained word embeddings with a strong baseline such as EQFE ( ) as we do in this paper. Therefore whileDalton, Dietz, & Allan, 2014

the superiority of local embeddings over global embeddings has been discussed, the performance of the local embeddings even after

interpolation has not been evaluated against a strong baseline. From a somewhat di erent perspective, haveff Rekabsaz et al. (2017)

argued that word embeddings can cause topic shift in retrieval and suggest global context relatedness measures to avoid topic shifts.

Zamani and Croft (2016, 2017) have also studied the impact of neural embeddings on language models in two consecutive work.

In the rst work, the authors propose to use word embeddings to perform query expansion. The authors have reported that the use offi

word embeddings, trained globally, improves retrieval performance on AP, Robust and GOV2. Later, the authors o er an innovativeff

framework for learning word embeddings not based on the term co-occurrence framework but rather based on the relevance of the

documents to each query. The work by is among the few that considers word and entity embeddings inXiong, Callan, and Liu (2017)

tandem. However, the focus of this work is primarily on how an attention model can improve ranking performance. As such, the

paper uses pre-trained embeddings developed in .Bordes, Usunier, Garcia-Duran, Weston, and Yakhnenko (2013)

Our work distinguishes itself from the literature in that it:

1. systematically studies the impact of local and global embeddings while comparing them with strong state-of-the-art baselines both

with and without interpolation;

2. explores the impact of word and entity embeddings on retrieval performance and reports how these embeddings can improve the

baseline that they have been interpolated with and also how they compare with the best baseline;

3. reports on the impact of the di erent types of embeddings and their interpolation on the retrieval e ectiveness for both harderff ff

and softer queries, separately.

3. Background

In this section, we introduce the baselines used for comparative analysis and interpolation, and also provide overview of the

technique that has been used for learning word and entity embeddings.

3.1. Retrieval baselines

We benefit from three retrieval baselines in our work, which include the following baselines:

3.1.1. Relevance model (RM3)

The relevance model ( ) is a widely used query expansion method that relies on pseudo-relevance feedbackLavrenko & Croft, 2001

to estimate query topics. The expansion terms are interpolated with the original query to enhance retrieval performance. The in-

terpolated model, known as 3, can be formalized as:RM
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= − +P w θ λ P w θ λP w Q( ) (1 ) ( ) language model ( ) modelQ
RM

Q
3

query relevance
     

(1)

Here, is the interpolation weight controlling the degree of feedback andλ = …q q q{ , , , }k1 2 is the input query. The relevance model

can be estimated as:

∑ ∏≈
∈ =

P w Q P w θ P θ P q θ( ) ( ) ( ) (
θ R

D D

i

k

i D

1D (2)

where is the set of document models in the psuedo-relevance feedback document collection and (R P θ
D

) is some prior over docu-

ments. The original query language model can be assumed to be uniform. It has been systematically shown that RM3 and its var-

iations ( ) are quite e ective and robust for ad hoc retrieval ( ).Lv & Zhai, 2010 ff Lv & Zhai, 2009

3.1.2. Sequential dependence model (SDM)

The SDM model is a Markov Random Field (MRF)-based model used for modeling dependence between query terms through a

graph representation where query terms and documents form the nodes and the edges denote dependency between nodes. On this

basis, the retrieval model de nes three feature functions (fi Γi): ) exact match of each individual constituting query term in the query(i

(Γ1 ), ) exact match of query bi-grams in the document collection ((ii Γ2 ), and ) exact match of unordered query bigrams within the(iii

document collection (Γ3). Similar to RM3, a linear interpolation of these three feature functions forms the ranking score for each

document with regards to the query, which can be formalized as:

∑ ∑≈
∈ ∈

P D Q λ γ q D( ) ( ,
γ

γ

q Q
i

{Γ ,Γ ,Γ } i1 2 3 (3)

The matching of each phrase (word or bigram), such as , is:w

=
+
+γ w D

count w D μ

D μ
( , )

( , )
count w D

C

( , )

(4)

such that is the document collection and is a Dirichlet prior equivalent to the average document length in . SDM is often used asC μ C

an e cient benchmark in ad hoc retrieval literature ( ).ffi Huston & Croft, 2014; Zhiltsov, Kotov, & Nikolaev, 2015

3.1.3. Entity query feature expansion (EQFE)

EQFE ( ) is a more recent query expansion method, which bene ts from entity information from knowledgeDalton et al., 2014 fi

bases. This method is also a linear interpolation of four feature functions that are de ned on di erent aspects of the entities observedfi ff 

in the input query. More succinctly, these four feature functions include: ) , which considers the extraction of terms(i annotated query

from query entity s Wikipedia article, ) that can be seen as implicit query-entity linking where the input’ (ii knowledge base feedback

query is posed to the collection of Wikipedia articles and the ranking of the retrieved results is considered to be the distribution over

relevant entities, ) de nes a variation of the relevance model where linked (entity links) or unlinked (named entity)(iii corpus feedback fi

mentions in the query are used for query expansion, and ) , which uses feedback documents to build, for each(iv entity context model

entity, a distribution over words that have been seen in similar contexts to that entity.

An interesting aspect of EQFE is that the feature function weights are obtained through a log-linear learning-to-rank method such

that the retrieval e ectiveness of the target metric is optimized on an individual feature function basis. EQFE has shown competitiveff

or better performance to SDM and RM and has also been used as a strong baseline in further entity-based retrieval work (Ensan &

Bagheri, 2017 ).

3.2. Neural embeddings

The idea of neural embedding techniques is to project the terms of a high dimensional vocabulary space onto a lower dimensional

dense space while maintaining the same geometric properties of the terms. In other words, embedding techniques perform trans-

formations to represent terms through much smaller vector representations that ensure syntactic and semantic relations between

terms are respected after the transformation. In this paper, we consider both Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skipgram models

yet empirically show that CBOW models have stronger performance compared to Skipgram models for ad hoc document retrieval.

The idea of CBOW is to model each term within the context of the words that surround it within a given window. More speci cally,fi

the objective is to minimize Jθ through gradient descent where:

̂

= − … …
= −

− − + +J logP w w w w w

logP u v

( , , , , , )

( )
θ c c m c c c m

c

1 1

(5)

such that uc is the vector representation for wc and ̂v is the average of the vectors for … …− − + +w w w, , , , ,c m c c c m1 1 more speci cally,fi

̂= +⋯ +− +v
u u

m2
c m c m. In a neural embedding model, the conditional probability is modeled through a softmax layer:
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In contrast, the Skipgram model learns the conditional probability of the context words given the central term. As such the

objective of Skipgram is to minimize ′Jθ using gradient descent as follows:

∏

∏

′ = − … …

=

=

− − + +

= ≠
− +

= ≠
− +

J logP w w w w w

P w w

P u v

( , , , , , )

( )

( )

θ c m c c c m c

j j m

m

c m j c

j j m

m

c m j c

1 1

0,

2

0,

2

(7)

Similar to the CBOW model, a softmax layer can also be used here as follows:

= ∑− +
− +
⊤

∈
⊤P u v

exp u v

exp u v
( )

( )

( )
c m j c

c m j c

k V k c (8)

Neural embeddings have shown to improve various information retrieval tasks ( ). We will systematicallyGanguly et al., 2015

study how various neural embeddings alone or through interpolation with the baselines can impact retrieval performance. In our

work, we employ neural embeddings based on the intersection of two categories: (1) word-based embeddings vs entity-based em-

beddings, and (2) locally-trained vs globally trained embeddings. This produces four types of embeddings and we extensively

evaluate the impact and performance of each of these embeddings on ad hoc retrieval performance.

As later described in , for the purpose of globally-trained word-based embeddings, we employ already trained wordTable 3

embeddings based on the Google News and Wikipedia corpora. For globally-trained entity-based embeddings, we bene t from thefi

entity embeddings trained based on the Wikipedia corpus and reported in . However, for training local embeddings, weLi et al. (2016)

pooled top-1000 retrieved documents by our three baselines for each query and created a document collection. Based on this

document collection, we use both Skipgram and CBOW models to learn embeddings. For the word-based embeddings, each document

in the pooled document collection is considered without any alterations and hence each word in the whole pooled collection will

receive an embedding representation. On the other hand, for the locally-trained entity-based representations, we create an alternative

document for each document in the pooled collection such that the alternative document only consists of those entities that were

observed in the original document in the order they were observed. The collection of these alternative documents are then used to

train both Skipgram and CBOW embeddings, hence, producing locally-trained embeddings for entities.

4. Research framework

4.1. Research questions

The main objective of our work is to empirically study the impact of neural embeddings on the e ectiveness of ad hoc documentff

retrieval. To this end, we de ne a set of research questions that will be systematically studied as shown in .fi Table 1

In the rst two research questions (RQs 1 and 2), we will investigate whether neural embeddings alone without interpolation withfi

any baseline methods can show improved retrieval performance. We will refer to the non-interpolated Embedding-based Retrieval

Method as EMR. RQ 1 will explore the performance of EMR on all of the queries of the benchmark datasets while RQ 2 will investigate

its performance on harder queries. As already suggested in the literature ( ), we de neDalton et al., 2014; Ensan & Bagheri, 2017 fi hard

queries to be those that have a Mean Average Precision (MAP) of lower than 0.05 on SDM.

In the subsequent two research questions, RQs 3 and 4, we interpolate EMR with the baseline methods, i.e., RM3, SDM and EQFE.

The performance of the interpolated methods are then evaluated both on all queries (RQ 3) as well as hard queries (RQ 4) to see

whether any performance improvements are observed. In both of these research questions, the improvements are measured against

the baseline with which EMR was interpolated. For instance, for RM3, we study whether the interpolation of EMR and RM3 shows

superior performance compared to RM3 or not.

The last two research questions (RQs 5 and 6) are similar to RQs 3 and 4 except that the performance of the interpolated models

Table 1

Overview of research quest ions.

Benchmark All queries Hard queries

Not interpolated Best baseline RQ 1 RQ 2

Interpolated Interpolated baseline RQ 3 RQ 4

Best baseline RQ 5 RQ 6

E. Bagheri et al.
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are compared against the best performing baseline. For instance, if EQFE is the best performing baseline for a given benchmark, then

the performance of the interpolated models will be measured against EQFE. RQs 5 and 6 will determine whether the interpolated

models show signi cant improvement over the best baselines.fi

4.2. Methodology

The main idea behind EMR is a two step process whereby neural embeddings are used to (1) expand a given input query; and, (2)

perform document retrieval using the expanded query. For both tasks, we assume that a neural embedding matrix is available

∈ ×d for a vocabulary size of and -dimensional embedding vectors. Each column of , denoted asn d W ∈i  represents the

embedding for word in the vocabulary.i

4.2.1. Query expansion

Given , and an input query such asW = …q q q{ , , , }n1 2 we de nefi = …w w wq q q{ [ ], [ ], , [ ] }Q n1 2 to represent the embedding

representation of the query where each query term is replaced by its corresponding vector in . With such representation of theW

query, query expansion can be accomplished through nding the top- most similar words in tofi k W VQ. The centroid of the vectors in

VQ can be considered to be a suitable representation of the collective meaning of the query de ned as:fi

=
∑ =c

w q

n

[ ]
V

i
n

i1
Q (9)

Based on the singular vector representation for the whole query, cVQ EMR retrieves the top- most similar embeddings to thisk

vector for the purpose of query expansion. Approximate nearest neighborhood search methods (Sugawara, Kobayashi, & Iwasaki,

2016) can be used to nd the top- words in e cient processing time.fi k ffi

4.2.2. Document retrieval

The retrieval of the most relevant documents to a query is most often a function of some distance measure between the input

query and the individual documents. Considering a similar embedding representation for the documents, it is possible to nd thefi

distance between a query and document that can be used for ranking their relevance. One possible way to compute distance between

query and a documentQ = …D d d d{ , , , },m1 2 represented as = …w w wd d d{ [ ], [ ], , [ ]}D m1 2 in the embedding space, is to calculate the

distance between c VQ and cVD . We employ a more recent method proposed by , known asKusner, Sun, Kolkin, and Weinberger (2015)

the Word Mover s Distance, which considers documents to be a set of weighted embedded words. As such the distance between two’

documents is calculated by the minimum cumulative distance of the best matching embedded word pairs in the two documents. In

the context of EMR, the distance between and will be based on transporting words in to words inQ D Q D. A s d efined in

Kusner et al. (2015), the transportation matrix is a in whichT flow matrix Ti, j shows to what degree word in is transported to wordi Q

j Din . Matrix Ti, j, which essentially determines what word pairs from the two documents should be connected to each other, needs to

be learnt based on a linear optimization program. To this end, given the distance between [w qi] and [w d j ], as

= −w wi j q d( , ) [ ] [ ] ,i j 2 the distance between a query and a document can be calculated by minimizing the following linear

optimization function:

∑∑= ×
= =

Tistance Q D min d i j( , ) ( ,EMR

i

Q

j

D

i j

1 1

,

(10)

In order for the distance function to consider word frequency information, the objective function is minimized in the context of

the following constraints:

∑ =
=

T f d(
i

Q

i j i

1

,
(11)

∑ =
=

T f q(
j

D

i j j
1

,

(12)

where (f x i) is the function that calculates the normalized frequency of word in document . EMR ranks and retrieves documentsi X

based on the minimum value computed from optimizing for every query document pair. It should be noted that whileEq. (10) –

distance metrics based on the word mover s distance, such as the one introduce in this section, achieve accurate distance calculations,’

they su er from high time complexity, which is cubical in the number of unique words in the documents. While the discussion onff

time complexity analysis of word mover s distance is beyond the scope of this paper, it is important to mention that relaxed versions’

of this distance measure have been proposed and implemented that have linear time complexity ( ) and can be usedAtasu et al., 2017

in large-scale information retrieval.

4.2.3. Interpolation

In order to further study the impact of EMR on improving the results of the baselines, we interpolate EMR with each of the

baselines individually through a linear interpolation method. The distance produced by the interpolated query language model

between each query document pair is estimated as:–

E. Bagheri et al.
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=
+ −

+distanc e q d

α distance q d α distance q d

( , )

( ) ( , ) (1 ) ( , )

EMR baseline

EMR baseline (13)

where each distance is normalized within the collection of document query pairs for each retrieval model and document collection,–

separately. As suggested in , the hyperparameter , the linear interpolation coe cient, as well as the numberZamani and Croft (2017) α ffi

of expansion terms are determined through a ten-fold cross validation strategy for the queries in each collection. We consider the

range for to be [0.01,0.99] with increments of size 0.01 and the number of expansions to range within [5,50] with increments of 5.α

5. Empirical evaluation

5.1. Experimental setup

Similar to , our experiments were carried out on two datasets from the TREC Web track, namely ClueWeb 09BXiong et al. (2017) ’

and ClueWeb 12B datasets. summarizes the datasets and queries used in our work.’ Table 2

It is worth mentioning that while Google FACC1 data includes entity links for the documents in these corpora, we had a similar

observation to in that there are missing and noisy entity links in this data; therefore, we opted to automaticallyDalton et al. (2014)

perform entity linking on the corpora using TAGME ( ). Furthermore, the queries used in our experimentsFerragina & Scaiella, 2010

included the title eld of 200 TREC Web track topics for ClueWeb 09, and 50 Web track topics for ClueWeb 12. We performedfi ’ ’

automated entity linking on the queries as well. For the baseline runs, we used those provided by and the resultsDalton et al. (2014)

are produced based on these runs by and .trec_eval RankLib-2.8 1

In terms of the neural embeddings, we employ two classes of embeddings in our work, namely embeddings andglobal local

embeddings. provides an overview of the embeddings. Global embeddings are those that have been trained on publiclyTable 3

available corpora including Wikipedia and Google News. The Google News and Wikipedia embeddings provide representations for

words, while Wikipedia Entity o ers embeddings for Wikipedia entities and categories. Local embeddings were trained separately forff

words and entities for ClueWeb 09 and ClueWeb 12. For the embeddings, we pooled the top 1000 results from each of the’ ’ Local Words

three baselines for every query repeated over all queries and trained a CBOW model. For the embeddings, we collected thelocal entity

entities present in the top 1000 results of each baseline for every query and formed separate documents, which were then pooled

together and used to train a neural model. The reason 1000 top documents were selected was that the publicly shared runs for each

baseline only consists of 1000 retrieved documents per query. For all models, the dimension of the embeddings is 300. We did not

observe any di erence by varying the dimension size.ff

5.2. Findings

We systematically report our ndings based on the six research questions introduced earlier in . Note, statistical sig-fi Table 1

ni cance is determined based on a paired -test with a -value < 0.05. It should be noted that in order to be able to perform a paired -fi t p t

test between the performances of some method and some other method , we paired the MAP for each query produced by methoda b a

with the MAP of the same query produced by method . Therefore, for queries, this would produce pairs of MAP values. We wouldb k k

then use the pairs of MAP values to calculate statistical signi cance based on the paired -test. We also note that we repeated thek fi t

statistical signi cance tests reported in all of our results using the non-parameteric Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks test and obtained the samefi

Table 2

The datasets used in the experiments.

Collection Size Topics

ClueWeb 09B 50,220,423 1 200’ –

ClueWeb 12B 52,343,021 1 50’ –

Table 3

Description of the embedding models.

Name Source Vocabulary size

Global Google News 100 billion-wor d GN dataset 3,000,000

Wikipedia English Wikipedia 2014 400,000

Wikipedia Entity 5,188,509Li et al. (2016)

Local CW09 Local Words Pages pooled from CW09 baselines 1,986,144

CW09 local entity Entities pooled from CW09 baselines 27,399

CW12 Local Words Pages pooled from CW12 baselines 568,785

CW12 local entity Entities pooled from CW12 baselines 7266

1
All runs of the models in this paper are on Github at .https://goo.gl/zySQsR
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signi cance results as the paired -test.fi t

5.2.1. RQs 1 and 2: performance of non-interpolated EMR

As the rst step, we compare the performance of neural embedding models trained based on CBOW to those trained based on thefi

Skipgram model. For this purpose, we learn embeddings for both words and entities using the CBOW as well as the Skipgram methods

and compare their performance. The comparative performance of CBOW and Skipgram is depicted in . As shown in the table,Table 4

the performance of the two methods has been compared not only for words and entities but also over all of the queries and the hard

queries. We observed that out of the eight possibilities, CBOW showed statistically better performance over Skipgram in ve casesfi

and for the other three cases the performance of the two methods are not statistically di erent, showing tied performance. Based onff

Table 4, it is possible to conclude that the CBOW method shows better performance for the ad hoc document retrieval task and hence

we opt to report the rest of the results in this paper based on the CBOW method.

Now, we explore how the ranking produced by EMR compares to the three state of the art baselines. and show theTables 5 6

systematic comparison of EMR using the ve embeddings on the three baselines. The results show that when word-based embeddingsfi

are used (Google News, Wikipedia and Local Words), the results are not comparable to any of the three baselines, and statistically

worse outcomes are observed. This poorer performance compared to the baselines for word-based embeddings can be observed over

both document collections, ClueWeb 09 and ClueWeb 12, and regardless of query di culty. The results from the rst three em-’ ’ ffi fi

beddings (Google News, Wikipedia and Local Words) show that neural embeddings have a better performance on Clueweb 09 while’ 

still with a decrease on MAP of at least 49.63% and 10.59%. The performance decrease observed on Clueweb 12 is more substantial.’

However, entity-based embeddings, including Wikipedia entity and local entity, show better performance compared to word-based

embeddings. For instance, Wikipedia entity embeddings show weaker yet comparable results to the baselines on whilehard queries

local entity embeddings show comparable performance on both all queries as well as hard queries to the baselines. In fact, it can be

seen that when used, local entity embeddings outperform SDM on all queries for ClueWeb 09 dataset as well as SDM and RM3 on the’

hard queries of ClueWeb 09. It should be noted that the absolute MAP values reported for the rst three word-based embeddings’ fi

(Google News, Wikipedia and Local Words) cannot be directly compared with entity-based embeddings (Wikipedia entity and local

Table 4

Comparison of the Skipgram and CBOW methods for both word and ent it y embeddings in terms of MAP.

All queries Hard queries

ClueWeb 09 ClueWeb 12 ClueWeb 09 ClueWeb 12’ ’ ’ ’

MAP MAP MAP MAP

Words Skipgram 0.0517 0.0137 0.0124 0.0061

CBOW 0.0559 0.0134 0.0123 0.0063†

Entity Skipgram 0.0894 0.021 0.0099 0.0088

CBOW 0.0963 0.0389 0.0124 0.0116† † † †

The symbol shows the di erence is st at ist ically signi cant at -value < 0.05.† ff fi p

Table 5

Comparison of non-interpolated embedding models with three baselines in terms of MAP over All Queries .‘ ’

All Queries

ClueWeb 09 ClueWeb 12’ ’

MAP MAP % MAP MAP %Δ Δ

Google News SDM 0.0533 42.63 0.0136 67.70− −

RM3 0.0533 49.67 0.0136 62.12− −

EQFE 0.0533 43.54 0.0136 71.00− −

Wikipedia SDM 0.0498 46.5 0.0154 63.42− −

RM3 0.0498 52.97 0.0154 57.1− −

EQFE 0.0498 47.25 0.0154 67.16− −

Local Words SDM 0.0559 39.83 0.0134 68.41− −

RM3 0.0559 47.21 0.0134 62.67− −

EQFE 0.0559 40.78 0.0134 71.43− −

Wikipedia Entity SDM 0.0887 4.52 0.0264 37.53− −

RM3 0.0887 16.24 0.0264 26.46− −

EQFE 0.0887 6.04 0.0264 43.71† − −

Local entity SDM 0.0963 3.66 0.0389 7.60† −

RM3 0.0963 9.07 0.0389 8.36− †

EQFE 0.0963 2.01 0.0389 17.06† −

The symbol shows the di erence is st at ist ically signi cant; all other results are st at ist ically signi cant at -value < 0.05.† ff not fi fi p
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entity) as the latter embeddings are only tested on queries ( ).entity-bearing Liu & Fang, 2015; Pantel, Lin, & Gamon, 2012 2

In order to explore how the embeddings have helped/hurt the queries in both datasets, we have visualized the improvement or

decrease of MAP values for the hard queries compared to the best baseline (EQFE) in and . From the gures it can be seen thatFigs. 1 3 fi

(i) the queries in ClueWeb 12 are harder to improve using embeddings and (ii) local entity embeddings are the most successful in’

skewing the diagram to the left; hence showing improvement on a higher number of queries compared to the other embeddings. We

further report the mean retrieval e ectiveness of non-interpolated EMR for di erent embeddings on hard queries broken down basedff ff

on SDM percentiles in and .Figs. 4 5

In ClueWeb 09, as expected word-based embeddings consistently perform worse than the best baseline while Wikipedia entity’

embedding has a comparable performance to the baseline across the percentiles. However, local entity embeddings outperform the

baseline in the [25%, 50%] and [75%, 100%] percentiles. A similar pattern can be observed in ClueWeb 12 where the most im-’

provement was observed in the [25%, 50%] percentile by the local entity embedding. Overall, the best baseline shows a slightly

better performance on the hardest percentile of the hard queries on both datasets.

5.2.2. RQs 3 and 4: performance of interpolated EMR on improving each baseline

In order to evaluate the performance of the interpolated EMR with the baselines, we employ for the purpose of in-Eq. (13)

tegration as explained earlier. and show the results of the interpolation of EMR for di erent embeddings with the threeTables 7 8 ff

baselines. Compared to the non-interpolated EMR, the interpolation with all global embeddings shows improved performance

compared to the non-interpolated models; however, all interpolated models based on global embeddings still have weaker perfor-

mance than the baselines. It should be noted that a similar observation can be made here on the interpolated model in comparison to

the non-interpolated where still the Clueweb 09 document collection is easier to perform on compared to Clueweb 12. There are’ ’

many case on Google News, Wikipedia and Local Words where while the interpolated model shows a weaker performance compared

to the baseline but the decrease in performance is not statistically signi cant.fi

From the perspective of entity-based embeddings, both Wikipedia entity and local entity embeddings outperform the baseline

with which they are interpolated except for the hard query category of the ClueWeb 12 dataset for the speci c case when EMR is’ fi

interpolated with EQFE, which does not improve EQFE itself. The improvements are in eight cases statistically signi cant. An in-fi

teresting observation here is that most of the statistically signi cant improvements are observed when EMR is interpolated with thefi

baselines for the hard queries of ClueWeb 09. Again similar to the non-interpolated EMR, the hard queries of ClueWeb 12 are harder’ ’

to improve compared to the hard queries of ClueWeb 09 for the interpolated models. An important observation here is that out of the’

Table 6

Comparison of non-interpolated embedding models with three baselines in terms of MAP over Hard Queries .‘ ’

Hard Queries

ClueWeb 09 ClueWeb 12’ ’

MAP MAP % MAP MAP %Δ Δ

Google News SDM 0.0123 10.59 0.0065 RM3† −

RM3 0.0123 17.23 0.0065 48.86† − −

EQFE 0.0121 52.05 0.0065 71.72− −

Wikipedia SDM 0.0141 2.32 0.0071 60.40† −

RM3 0.0141 5.28 0.0071 44.27† − −

EQFE 0.0141 44.29 0.0071 69.26− −

Local Words SDM 0.0123 10.58 0.0063 64.71− −

RM3 0.0123 17.21 0.0063 50.33− −

EQFE 0.0123 51.31 0.0063 72.53− −

Wikipedia Entity SDM 0.0114 79.93 0.0075 27.27−

RM3 0.0114 104.83 0.0075 6.69† −

EQFE 0.0114 13.81 0.0075 6.69† † −

Local entity SDM 0.0124 112.35 0.0116 12.34†

RM3 0.0124 137.10 0.0116 44.13†

EQFE 0.0124 32.81 0.0116 13.76† † −

The symbol shows the di erence is st at ist ically signi cant; all other results are st at ist ically signi cant at -value < 0.05.† ff not fi fi p

2
The list of entity-bearing queries is available: https://goo.gl/zySQsR
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eight statistically signi cant improvements reported in and , ve belong to the global entity embeddings learnt based onfi Tables 7 8 fi

the Wikipedia corpus pointing to the fact that within the Entity-based neural embeddings models, the embeddings based on global

corpora show a reasonable performance.

Fig. 1. Improvement of MAP on hard queries (SDM MAP < 0.05) over the best baseline (EQFE) based on embeddings over CW09.‘ ’ non-interpolated

Table 7

Comparison of interpolating embedding models with the baselines over All Queries .‘ ’

All Queries

ClueWeb 09 ClueWeb 12’ ’

MAP MAP (%) MAP MAP (%)Δ Δ

Google News SDM 0.0924 0.54 0.04−

▽
−4.99

RM3 0.1057 0.19 0.0344−

▽
−4.18

EQFE 0.0938
▽

−0.64 0.0442
▽

−5.76

Wikipedia SDM 0.0924 0.54 0.04−

▽
−4.75

RM3 0.1057 0.19 0.0344−

▽
−3.90

EQFE 0.0938 −0.53 0.0443
▽

−5.54

Local Words SDM 0.0926 0.32 0.04−

▽
−4.99

RM3 0.1057 0.19 0.0344−

▽
−4.18

EQFE 0.0938
▽

−0.64 0.0443
▽

−5.54

Wikipedia Entity SDM 0.1172 26.16 0.0469▲ 11.40

RM3 0.1269 19.83 0.0423 17.83

EQFE 0.114▲ 20.76 0.0502▲ 7.04

Local entity SDM 0.1184 27.45 0.0495 17.58

RM3 0.1282 21.06 0.0431 20.06

EQFE 0.1118 18.43 0.055 17.27

The and symbols show that the increase/decrease is st at ist ically signi cant at -value < 0.05; all other results are not st at ist ically signi cant.▲ ▽ fi p fi
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We further study the impact of the interpolation co-e cient (ffi α) i n Eq. (13) on the performance of the interpolated models. While

in all experiments we have used ten-fold cross validation to determine the value for the interpolation co-e cient and number offfi

expansion terms, here and in order to study the impact of the interpolation co-e cient, we determine the best number of expansionffi

terms for di erent values of based on a ten-fold cross validation strategy. The results of this study on all queries and hard queries asff α

well as the two di erent document collections has been reported in . It can be seen that in all four di erent variations of queryff Fig. 7 ff 

type-document collection pairs, the best interpolation co-e cient is consistently 0.1 and values less than or above 0.1 result in worseffi

performance. One interpretation of this could be that while the state-of-the-art baselines carry a strong weight (0.9) in the inter-

polated models, there is still a role to be played by neural embeddings in terms of covering relevant information that cannot be

considered or available to the baselines. As seen in the gure, the two entity-based embeddings show the best performance over allfi

the four cases.

5.2.3. RQs 5 and 6: performance of interpolated EMR on improving the best baseline

The last two research questions investigate whether any of the interpolations have been able to improve the strongest baseline in

any of the two datasets for either all or hard queries. and show the results of the most successful interpolation andTables 9 10

compares it with the results from the best baseline.

The results show that for , the best performing interpolation is comparable to the baseline on ClueWeb 09,word-based embeddings ’

Table 8

Comparison of interpolating embedding models with the baselines over Hard Queries .‘ ’

Hard Queries

ClueWeb 09 ClueWeb 12’ ’

MAP MAP (%) MAP MAP (%)Δ Δ

Google News SDM 0.0137 0.93 0.0167−

▽
−6.44

RM3 0.0149
▽

− −41.32 0.0122 4.73

EQFE 0.0251 −0.88 0.0209▽ −9.32

Wikipedia SDM 0.0137 0.51 0.0167−

▽
−7.13

RM3 0.0149 0.14 0.0122 4.59− −

EQFE 0.0251 −0.84 0.0209
▽

−9.47

Local Words SDM 0.0137 0.64 0.0167−

▽
−6.88

RM3 0.0149 0.12 0.0122 4.59− −

EQFE 0.0251 1.41 0.0209
▽

−9.45

Wikipedia Entity SDM 0.0069▲ 8.84 0.011 6.38

RM3 0.0065
▲

17.31 0.0088 9.29

EQFE 0.014▲ 39.68 0.0126▽ −6.58

Local entity SDM 0.0061
▲

4.66 0.0111 7.67

RM3 0.0055 4.91 0.0085 5.41

EQFE 0.0107
▲

15.23 0.0152 13.19

The and symbols show that the increase/decrease is st at ist ically signi cant at -value < 0.05; all other results are not st at ist ically signi cant.▲ ▽ fi p fi

Table 9

Comparison of the best interpolated embedding model with the best baseline over All Queries .‘ ’

All Queries

ClueWeb 09 ClueWeb 12’ ’

MAP MAP (%) MAP MAP (%)Δ Δ

Google News 0.1057 0.19 0.0443−

▽
−5.76

Wikipedia 0.1057 0.19 0.0443−

▽
−5.54

Local Words 0.1057 0.19 0.0443−

▽
−5.54

Wikipedia Entity 0.1269 19.83 0.0502▲ 7.04

Local entity 0.1282 21.06 0.055 17.27

The and symbols show that the increase/decrease is st at ist ically signi cant at -value < 0.05; all other results are not st at ist ically signi cant.▲ ▽ fi p fi
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albeit a slightly weaker yet statistically insigni cant di erence. However, the best performing interpolation using these embeddingsfi ff

shows signi cantly weaker performance on the ClueWeb 12 dataset. For entity-bearing queries, both Wikipedia entity and local entityfi ’

embeddings show noticeable improvement when interpolated over the best baseline, except for Wikipedia entity on the hard queries

of ClueWeb 12. Local entity embeddings provide consistent improvement over the best baseline in both all and hard queries.’

In order to delve deeper into the performance of the interpolations, and show how much the best interpolated model hasFigs. 2 6

been able to help or hurt the best baseline on the hard queries. As seen in as well as and , Wikipedia entity and localFig. 2 Tables 9 10

entity embeddings show similar behavior in terms of the number and degree of impact they have on the hard queries of the

ClueWeb 09 dataset. However, the best interpolation involving Wikipedia entity embeddings shows statistically signi cant weaker’ fi

performance compared to the best baseline, while local entity embeddings show an improved performance. This is observed in Fig. 6

where a much larger number of queries have been helped in the interpolation involving the local entity embeddings in comparison to

Wikipedia entity embeddings.

We also show the mean retrieval e ectiveness of the interpolated EMR models on hard queries of both datasets according to SDMff

percentiles in and . For the ClueWeb 09 dataset, both entity-based embeddings show comparative performance that exceedsFigs. 8 9 ’

Table 10

Comparison of the best interpolated embedding model with the best baseline over Hard Queries .‘ ’

Hard Queries

ClueWeb 09 ClueWeb 12’ ’

MAP MAP (%) MAP MAP (%)Δ Δ

Google News 0.0251 0.88 0.0209−

▽
−9.32

Wikipedia 0.0251 0.84 0.0209−

▽
−9.47

Local Words 0.0251 1.41 0.0209▽ −9.45

Wikipedia Entity 0.014
▲

39.68 0.0126
▽

−6.58

Local entity 0.0107▲ 15.23 0.0152 13.19

The and symbols show that the increase/decrease is st at ist ically signi cant at -value < 0.05; all other results are not st at ist ically signi cant.▲ ▽ fi p fi

Fig. 2. Improvement of MAP on hard queries (SDM MAP < 0.05) over the best baseline (EQFE) based on with di erent embeddings‘ ’ interpolation ff 

over CW09.
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the best baseline (EQFE) in all percentiles. An interesting observation can be made when comparing with at the [0, 25%]Fig. 8 Fig. 4

percentile. All interpolated models have been able to signi cantly outperform the best baseline in this percentile, which did notfi

happen in any of the non-interpolated models. Additionally, it can be seen that the stronger performance of the entity embeddings

Fig. 3. Improvement of MAP on hard queries (SDM MAP < 0.05) over the best baseline (EQFE) based on di erent non-interpolated embedding‘ ’ ff

features over the ClueWeb 2012 dataset.

Fig. 4. Mean retrieval e ectiveness of the non-interpolated embeddings across SDM percentiles for hard queries on CW09.ff ‘ ’

Fig. 5. Mean retrieval e ectiveness of the non-interpolated embeddings across SDM percentiles for hard queries on CW12.ff ‘ ’

Fig. 6. Improvement of MAP on hard queries (SDM MAP < 0.05) over the best baseline (EQFE) based on interpolation with di erent embedding‘ ’ ff

features over the ClueWeb 2012 dataset.
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comes primarily from their stronger performance on the queries from the [75%, 100%] percentile. In terms of the ClueWeb 12’

dataset, closely resembles the behavior observed in where local entity embeddings show consistent stronger retrievalFig. 9 Fig. 5

e ectiveness compared to the other embeddings and the baseline.ff

5.2.4. Discussions

We can now present a clear picture of the ndings based on the research questions of this paper as follows:fi

Fig. 7. The impact of the interpolation co-e cient on retrieval performance.ffi

Fig. 8. Mean retrieval e ectiveness of interpolation of embeddings across SDM percentiles for hard queries on CW09.ff ‘ ’
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1. Based on RQs 1 and 2, it is clear that neural embeddings, in non-interpolated form, cannot exceed the performance of state-of-the-

art baselines. However, looking more carefully at the ndings, it is evident that entity embeddings when applied to queriesfi hard

have competitive and in some cases statistically signi cant improvement over the state-of-the-art baselines. Therefore, an im-fi

portant nding and contribution of our work is that the application of neural embeddings on queries can be an e ectivefi hard ff

strategy to increase retrieval performance;

2. A similar observation can be made in the ndings related to RQs 3 and 4 where while word-based embeddings do not showfi

competitive performance even after interpolation with state-of-the-art baselines, entity-based neural embeddings can be e ectiveff

in boosting the retrieval performance of the baselines when interpolated with them. This is especially true on queries. Thehard

findings of RQs 1 4 also point to the fact that a more systematic way of interpolating neural embeddings with the baseline–

methods could be to automatically determine query di culty and determine which model to use to address the query based on itsffi

di culty, e.g., queries to be handled by the EMR model in this case;ffi harder

3. Finally, based on RQs 5 and 6, we observe that the best interpolated models come from entity-based neural embeddings.

Therefore, we conclude that the important factor in the e ectiveness of a neural embedding model for ad hoc retrieval is whetherff

it is word-based or entity-based and has less to do with whether it was trained locally or globally. Therefore, given the training of

local embeddings can have limitations in practice, the adoption of globally trained Entity-based neural embeddings within the ad

hoc retrieval process can be an e cient strategy.ffi

An important point to mention here is the feasibility of implementing the global and local embeddings in practice. This is

important because while global embeddings are trained regardless of the input query and document spaces, local embeddings are

trained based on an observed set of queries and the top- associated retrieved documents for each of the queries by some baselines.k

This raises the question of practical implementation of local embeddings. We notice when reviewing the nal interpolation results offi

the di erent models (the peaks reached atff = in ) that while the entity-based embeddings are far superior to word-basedFig. 7

embeddings, they are themselves (global vs local) quite competitive in terms of performance. In fact, global embeddings, i.e., Wi-

kipedia Entity embeddings, outperform the Local Embeddings on Clueweb 09 and show competitive performance in case of hard’

queries on Clueweb 12. Therefore, one possible solution would be to use global embeddings for cases when the query has not been’

observed in the past and periodically retrain the neural embeddings as new batches of queries are observed. We believe it can be an

interesting and impactful line of future research to look at query characteristics to determine which queries bene t the most fromfi

local or global embeddings. This can be related to query characteristics such as its generality or speci city, among others.fi

It should be also noted that similar to any other empirical study, the ndings of this paper are limited to the extent of thefi

methodology presented here. It might be possible that di erent forms of interpolation such as query-level interpolation (ff Ensan &

Bagheri, 2017 Dalton et al., 2014), alternative methods for determining the linear interpolation coe cient (ffi ), use of a di erentff

document collection ( ) or even the application of other methods for performing queryRekabsaz et al., 2017; Zuccon et al., 2015

expansion and/or document retrieval based on embeddings ( ), could result in varying observations.Diaz et al., 2016; Kuzi et al., 2016

However, we have ensured reproducibility of our work by publicly sharing all artifacts.

6. Concluding remarks

The main objective of this work has been to systematically study the impact of both local and global word and entity embeddings

on the ad hoc document retrieval task. Our empirical study has shown that in word-based embeddings, although local embeddings

perform stronger than global embeddings, they do not perform as well as the best state-of-the-art baselines even after interpolation.

Furthermore, it was observed that entity-based embeddings not only show competitive performance to the baselines before inter-

polation but also have the most consistent improvement when interpolated with the baselines. As such, it seems that entity-based

Fig. 9. Mean retrieval e ectiveness of interpolation of embeddings across SDM percentiles for hard queries on CW12.ff ‘ ’
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neural embeddings, learnt either globally or locally, can potentially enhance the process of handling entity-bearing queries and

positively impact entity-centric information retrieval. Summarily, we nd that entity-based embeddings are stronger models com-fi

pared to word-based embeddings.
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